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BY EUGENE KOZLOVSKY

Statesman Editor

With a cream-colored baseball cap
tipped down to hide the confidence in
his eyes, Jonathan Reinstein grasped the
buzzer loosely in his hand. Having carried
his College Bowl team on his shoulders
to the National Championship last year,
Reinstein glared at the opposition with a
serene stare. The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgeinder, Straight Association
(LGBTSA for short) had made it to the
finals, and stood firmly against "Shazbot,"
Reinstein's team. Despite having played a
closely fought first half, LGBTA everitu-
ally fell under the iron fist of Reinstein,
who answered almost all of his team's
questions.

The College Bowl is an intense game
of general knowledge and quick recall.
It's geared to the fastest minds on campus
as they are put to the ultimate trivia test.
The questions asked include a broad
spectrum of information, from current
events, history, sports, art, social sciences,
physical sciences, literature, travel and
cartoons. College Bowl was created in
1953 but it was not until 1977 that the
campus program and intercollegiate com-
petition began.

The rules in College Bowl are simple,
yet stringent. The teams consist of four

Members ot the College Bowl team BLrainstormers await pensively tor the next question.

players and no less than three at any time.
A moderator asks a toss up question that
can be answered by any team for ten
points. If a player buzzes in before the
question is read in its entirety and gives an
incorrect answer, the team is penalized five
points and the other team gets a chance to
answer. The team that wins the toss up also
gets a chance at a bonus question worth
between 20 and 30 points. The game is
played in two halves of seven minutes, and
at the end of the game, the official score

keeper announces the totals for each team
and the winner is revealed.

To help ready students for this rigorous
contest, the honors college offered a one-
credit mini-course this semester called
"Just the Facts." The course was taught
by Maria Terrana, Assistant Director for
Student Activities and TAed by Reinstein,
a senior in the Honors College. Students
practiced by writing questions and asked
them of each other. Four teams were later
formed, and they practiced competing

against each other.
"I'm proud of them," Reinstein said,

speaking of his students. "In the class,
everybody made progress. Some people
are maybe naturally better than others, but
they all tried."

When asked if he thought that having a
semester worth of practice for the College
Bowl was unfair, Reinstein responded
"-Only one of the teams ended up making
it to the quarter finals or semi-finals, so
it wasn't really unfair. It was just an op-
portunity for them to learn trivia facts
and expose them to areas outside of their
knowledge."

Three of the four Honors College
teams getting knocked out early wasn't the
only surprise. "Our team was officially the
shocker," said Ali Nazir, a member of the
Rugby team. The men's rugby team was
just one of the 12 teams participating in
this year's College Bowl. According to
Cody Peluso, the team prepared just a few
hours, most of which was spent learning
the rules. This was apparently enough
to win five games and get them to the
semi-finals, where they got eliminated in
overtime by team Superiora. They didn't
go down without a fight though. The rugby
team originally thought they won but were
told otherwise because ofa deduction they

Continued on Page 7
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OBSTETRICS, GYNECOLOGY

EPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE

is currently seeking a graduate
student for part-time employment

in the Division of Research.

The position will involve setting
up and carrying out experiments

involving tissue cultures, Northern
Blotting and Western Blotting as well

as immunohistochemical staining
(ELISA) under the supervision
of the Principal Investigator.

The most important person in her life could be you.
Imagine the feeling. Reaching out to someone's heart. Becoming the
person they depend on to learn, to develop and grow. It's a feeling
you get every day at DDI. As a leading innovator in the education
and habilitation of developmentally disabled children and adults, we
have challenging positions available for career-minded people who
are ready to make a difference in someone's life.

New & Improved Salary Scale!
Assistant Teachers * Direct Care Counselors * Speech Therapist

Certified Special Education Teachers * Registered Nurses
Day Program Counselors * Carpenters/Handymen

We offer excellent benefits for F/T and P/T positions including medical,
dental, tuition reimbursement and more, with a competitive salary.
For more information on these full and part time opportunities
available throughout Suffolk County, please contact Jean Austin.

Phone: 631-366-2955
Fax: 631-366-2966
Email resume: jobs@ddiinfo.org
Apply online: www.ddiinfo.org

DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES

INSTITUTE

Takin' trivia to the limit
Annual College Bowvl sparks battle of the minds
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USG election
remains valid;

Continued from Page1

informed about your duties, you'll be better able to
represent your constituency."

Established members of the Senate have also
recognized the problematic state in which our student
government is in currently, but offer different reasons
behind these current circumstances. "There is simply
not enough participation in USG," Al-Shareffi said.
"The USG has not done all it can to advertise student
participation, but the student body has not responded
sufficiently, either.

Al-Shareffi also pointed out that the current
Constitution is still in an early phase of its develop-
ment. "We are certainly working with an untested
Constitution," he said. "We, as a government, are in.
a transitional period and all of our branches need a
significant amount of refinement."

Al-Shareffi alludes to what is largely agreed to
be the most important problem in not only student
government, but of campus life in general - lack of
campus involvement and interaction. As large as a
campus as we have, it is far more divided than it
is united, many students feel. This is certainly an
aspect of Stony Brook that many students, including
some of our representatives, wish to change. "I
dream of making a more interactive community on
this campus and a student government that is more-
connected to its constituents," said Jean-Baptiste. "I
want to say 'Good morning' to anyone passing by
the Academic Mall and actually receive a response
back."

Goodman Symposium discusses wartime
news reporting

Continued from Page 1

"Independent Media in a Time of War," they rec-
ognized a bias tilted only toward the right, favoring
war and supporting the Bush Administration. "The
most important thing is that her media outlet is the
only voice if dissent," said Sulekha Prasad, a senior
at Stony Brook, "and that the media doesn't have an
anti-war perspective."

Yet endless examples of anti-Bush and fairly
liberal news coverage comes to the minds of many
others, including to Shimon Shakhnovich, another
senior at Stony Brook who listened to Goodman's
lecture. "I thought the lecture was very subjective.
The media does give the other side in Iraq, and she
has no right to blast heroes or reporters who risk
their lives," Shakhnovich said.

According to an article in USA Today released
exactly one month before the election, a survey of
4,000 full-time and part-time troops showed that
73 percent of the troops were voting for George W.
Bush. This number, along with the large majority of
U.S. troops who actually voted for Bush on Election
Day, sheds doubt on Goodman's account of the
soldiers' "sense of betrayal."

Finally, Amy Goodman explained that Bush
won re-election "not because people are stupid in
this country, but because people are good media
consumers." Yet the Goodmans failed to mention
the hundreds of news broadcasts depicting the
horrors of war and the voices of millions opposed
to it. While the Goodmans see the media biased
toward one way, millions of others swear that it is-
biased toward the other. Many wonder, is the media
really responsible for Bush's re-election as Amy

Above: Amy Goodman Joy Dutta/Statesman

and David Goodman suggested? The proposal may
very well undermine the intelligence of millions of
citizens who voted for Bush not because the media
swayed them, but because they actually preferred
George W. Bush to John Kerry.

*1r

* FREE High Speed Wireless Internet Connection
* FREE Hot Deluxe Breakfast
* FREE Shuttle Service to SBU & Islip MacArthur Airport
* FREE Indoor Pool & Fitness Center

SPECIAL SBU RATE
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What now? A Republican view.

BY ROBERT J. ROMANO
Statesman Contributor

In an historic victory for the President and Re-
publicans in Congress, a sweeping mandate has been
achieved for the policies of the president's administra-
tion. Majorities have been earned in both the Electoral
College and popular votes (286 electoral votes to 252,
55,601,359 votes, or 51%, to 51,828,044, or 48%).
More people voted in this election than ever, and the
majority wanted President Bush to serve four more
years. Four seats have been picked up in the U.S.
Senate, and one in the House, a historic achievement
that has not been accomplished by a president winning
re-election since 1936.

Much has been done to ensure security by spreading
freedom around the world, in growing our economy,
by reducing the cost of doing business in America,
in working to ease the burden on senior citizens by
enacting' a prescription drug benefit in Medicare and
medical savings accounts, in improving standards na-
tionwide through education reform, in improving our
safety by reforming the Federal Government and mod-
ernizing the homeland defense through creation of the
Department of Homeland Security, passing the Patriot
Act, and hunting, capturing and killing terrorists who
mean our people harm.

Over 75% of Al Qaeda's known leadership has been
captured or killed. Saddam Hussein, a known sponsor of
terrorists, maker and user of poison weapons, chemical
and biological agents, and known to have developed
nuclear capabilities, is no longer in power. The mass
graves will never be filled again, and the Iraqi people's
nightmare is over. The people of Afghanistan have just
elected their first president, Hamid Karzai, in a ringing
endorsement of democracy and freedom in a country
that once suffered under the illegitimate Taliban, the
harborers of al Qaeda. Because we acted, there are two
less state sponsors of terrorism, and America's two
newest allies in the war on terrorism.

The reasons Senator John Kerry and the Democrats
were handed defeat are two-fold. They thought they
could successfully separate the war on terrorism from
the theatre in Iraq. They failed. Not even the Iraqi
people believe that. Quite the contrary. Prime Minister
Iyad Allawi believes that Iraq is one of the central
fronts in the overall war on terror.

Secondly, the Democrats divided the country with
too many differences on the security issue when they
could have been talking about other areas where they
are stronger with the American people. By vowing
never to "cede" the security issue to Republicans, the
Democrats missed opportunities to talk about their tra-,
ditional base issues of support: social benefits, health-
care, education, the economy and the environment. The
wiser path (to me) appeared to be for the Democrats to
essentially support our foreign and domestic security
strategies, and in doing so, unite the nation in a time
of war. I believe the Democrats would have persuaded
more so-called swing voters if they had remained
strong with support of the theatre of war in Iraq, and
overall in the global war on terrorism. By losing seats
in Congress as well as the Presidency, it is clear that
now the president has a clear mandate to move forward
with his vision for America, and that the Democrats
will remain a minority party for some time to come,
perhaps even years.

Russia's president, Vladimir Putin, has stated that
the president's victory proves to the world that America
is not afraid of terrorism. I couldn't agree more. I

believe it also proves that a majority of Americans are
committed to eliminating terrorism across the globe.
I hope that the president will take the opportunity to
solidify and expand our coalition in the global war on
terrorism, and continue to work with our friends and
allies to prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction as we try to stop them from getting into the
wrong hands. I hope that not only America, but the
entire world will rise up to defeat terror, and expand
freedom and democracy around the world.

To amend the divisions of our own country now that
the elections are over, it is important for our elected
leadership to work together to affect those issues that
moved the people to the polls on Tuesday. We expect to
see real social security reform. We expect that the tax
cuts be made permanent so as to encourage long-term
investment in our economy and jobs. We expect to see
medical liability reform, which in truth is really health-
care reform, because passing meaningful tort reform
will bring down the costs of healthcare. We expect that
as Iraq moves towards elections, and as Afghanistan
continues to rebuild, that Democrats and Republicans
can come together in ensuring unity on the foreign
policy issues which challenge the free world.
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Quote of the Week:

"A sense of humor is part of the art of

leadership, of getting along with people, of

getting things done."

-Dwight D. Eisenhower



Exposing Europe to Chinese literature
Noelist lectures on her experence

BY TING Tc
Statesman Contributor

Award winning novelist Shu Hsia
Chao (Susie Chen) used many unique
phrases in her lecture. That is, if you
understood Mandarin. Throughout
her lecture on European Chinese and
Chinese Literature in Europe, Chao
spoke fluently in Mandarin with a
translator by her side to fill in audience
members.

At first glance, you would think
that Chao was just an ordinary novelist,
but her lecture revealed much more
about her. She translated some of her
own books from Chinese into German.
A writer's style and meaning are
sometimes lost when translated into
another language, and Chao remarked
in Mandarin (loosely translated),
"Translations of my writing were not
good."

Shu Hsia Chao has led quite a
dynamic life. As a high school senior,
she moved from Taiwan to France to
study abroad. "[I was] aware I would
be even farther from my dream [of
becoming a writer] if I studied abroad,"
she said. She recounted how her flight
departure was like a funeral procession.
"You would go away, you would never
come back."

was no Chinese literature in Europe,"
she said, speaking of the time before
she wrote. As the founding president
of the European Chinese Writer's Asso-
ciation, Chao as well as other Chinese
literary figures worked hard to expose
Europe to Chinese culture through
literary venues.

"Europe has exerted greater force
on mpre Chinese literature than any
other country," Chao explained.

Seema Kothari, a sophomore,
believes that Chinese literature provides
an outlet for the Chinese culture. "If
the literature is written by a person of
that culture or religion," Kothari said,
"it gives [other people] a better un-
derstanding of their culture. It's more
accurate and precise."

Chao has won many awards for
her novels and her achievements. She
J won the Golden Award of the Taiwan~ Joseph Fann/Statesman
Writers Association in 1980 for Our

While studying in Europe Chao felt of verbal miscommunication as the Song, which was later translated into
very distant from her homeland and its translator corrected what Chao vaguely German. Her novel San Jin Hua won the
culture. "There were very few Chinese seemed to be saying. "What I knew was "Yat-Sen Literary Award" in 1991, the
in Europe," she said. Chao did not 'ja" (yes) and "nein" (no) in German," most exalted literary award in Taiwan.
have the luxury of speaking the same she said. Years later she was able to Although she has proven herself as a
language. To sum up her feelings at the overcome this language barrier and prominent novelist, she gave praise to
time, she quoted a book that she once translate her books into German. another Chinese writer, Goa Xing Jian.
read, "The loneliness you feel among Chao has written about 30 Chinese Chao was adamant in expressing
the crowd is the true loneliness." The novels as well as collections of short
audience was able to relate to her sense stories and prose. "At the time, there Continued on Page 7

ADVENTURES OF THE MONKEY KING: A BEIJING OPERA
Thursday, November 18, 8:00 p.m., Charles B. Wang Center Theatre

Students w/ID free; $15 General Admission

Join us in celebrating the Year of the Monkey with acrobatic tumbling, kung-fu, sparkling costumes,
brightly painted faces, and sung dialog in one of the most dynamic forms of theatre in the world -
the Beijing Opera. This action-packed performance by the Beijing-trained International Monkey
King Troupe stars Ghaffar Pourazar and is produced by the Cornell East Asia Program.

To reserve tickets, please call (631) 632-4400 or e-mail wangcenter@stonybrook.edu

ST@NY
BR4OK
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

For more information on this and upcoming Wang Center Asian/American programs, call (631) 632-4400 or visit www.stonybrook.edu/wang/events. The Wang
Center is open to the public Monday to Friday, 9:00 km. to 8:00 p.m. Jasmine serves Asian cuisine from Sunday to Friday, 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Saturday,
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Guided group tours are available upon request. To be added to our mailing list, please e-mail us at wangcenter@stonybrook.edu.
Stony Brook University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer. For a disability-related accommodation, please call (631) 632-1941.
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8 Texas Hold'em: the new addiction
BY PETER SUNwoo
Statesman Editor

It was three in the morning on a
Friday, and I foundmyself in a nail-biting
showdown. It was the hand of all hands
out of six straight adrenaline-pumping
hours of play, and my hard-earned work
was piled in the middle, up for grabs. Two
giant chip stacks were the only thing sepa-
rating me from my stern-faced opponent.

The flop was a 10, Jack heart suited;
and a beauty diamond Queen. I slowly re-
check my two-card hand, cradling it like a
newborn child. I think to myself...it's still
there. My pair of gorgeous Queens was
tucked quietly under my sweaty hands,
waiting to unleash her smite. We were
"all in," a $250 pot, and there was room
for only one person's glory. There was
no turning back; we were both in for an
exciting ride.

With a flick of the wrist, we both cast
our weapons faced up into the center of
the table. He was armed with a suited
Ace of Hearts, and the last and only
Queen, giving him a pair of queens and
several outs for a straight or °flush. Fear
and anxiety surged through both players,
and all eyes were on the dealer. The turn,
a deadly 7 of Hearts, my worst nightmare
was staring me down. My opponent just
came up with an Ace high flush, taking
the stronghold.

At this point, all social rules are out the
window.-I found myself screaming to God
in the middle of Atlantic City for the river
card to either be a 7,10, or Jack, which
would give me a powerful full house. The
Dealer wished us good luck, and flipped
the last card, a sparkling lucky 7 planted
down onto the rich green table, giving
me the win. It was my moment, and for a
short while, I felt like a rock star.

Texas Hold'em Poker is taking the
world by storm. The intense game has
reached popularity with extraordinary

Poker is monopolizing the free time of students everywhere. Chris Lonardo/Statesman

speed. New York Times published an
article about' problems with teenagers as
young as 13, gambling amongst friends.
pretending to be like the pros we see on
television. Celebrity Poker, aired on the
Bravo Channel, is a new hit in which
audience members watch celebrities such
as Matthew Perry take each other on in
the game of Hold'em. This, and related
shows, exemplify what young teenagers
are currently trying to mimic.

The 2004 World Poker Tour Cham-
pionship had an astounding $8,342,000
prize pool, the most ever for a poker tour-
nament. The buy-in was a mere $25,300,
the largest poker tournament entry fee to
date, which is increasing by the year cor-
relating to its popularity. Martin Deknijff
was the winner of the Championship,
taking home $2,728,356, the largest first
prize ever paid. Deknijff is a professional
gambler that makes his living on sports

betting, poker and professional bridge
since he graduated high school in Sweden.,
He now lives in Las Vegas.

The great thing about Texas as
opposed to other conventional poker
games is that you're playing against.
other people, not the casino. The player's
personality really comes into play during
these games. There are players that play
"tight" or conservative, players that are
aggressive, bluffers and some that are just
darn out wild.

"I love that they think I'm lucky. I
don't mind at all. I mean... let them just
think I'm lucky: I think it helps me if
people think I'm a little bit crazy because
there's definitely rationale behind a lot of
things I do. They might seem wacky but
I'm not totally crazy.. .just a little bit,"
said Gus Hansen, a rising new star in the
poker world.

But with any type of entertainment,

there is addiction, and it's high for Texas.
Once most players doodle with friends
in the game of Hold'em, they become
hooked, making it a monthly event, then
a weekly event, and when you're really
bad, you start gambling everyday. Internet
Casinos bring Hold'em addiction to a
whole new level. Gamblers can wire their
hard earned money to these poker-hosting
sites, and within minutes, you can find
yourself in a digital room playing against
people all over the world, 24/7.

Addiction can start escalating, and
players may find themselves buying
strategy books and videos to increase their
game play. Addicts will learn small tricks
like flipping chips into the air or shuffling
cards with style. The poker game is
growing strong, and is reaching college
dorm rooms across the world. After all,
entertainment starts to become a business
when you're good enough.

A THOUGHT
FROM

RABBI ADAM

Religion's major goal is to achieve perfection in this world in order
to merit the next world- the Heavenly sphere. The premise of such
an attitude is that the world is inherently not good, and as such, is
in need of some serious perfection. For the (poor) soul is trapped
by the world of the body. And the world of the body is bound by its
desires for self-pleasure and self-satisfaction. And it is the body's
unrestrained pursuits of self-pleasure and self-satisfaction that
lead to our dog-eat-dog world full of war, strife, and even, sin.
However, if the world would only be perfected, then the body would
be free and no longer be bound by vain physical pursuits of empty
desire. And this, in turn, would free the soul from its bodily encas-
ings and allow it to reunite with the revelations of the Heavenly
sphere. However, if one considers the spiritual significance of the
concept of Resurrection of the Dead, the world and the physical.
body doesn't seem like such an inherently bad place after all. For
in the end, the souls who want so much to merit the revelations of
the Heavenly sphere, will come back down to this world - for it is
this world and the physical body for which the souls in Heaven
yearn. The reason being is that this world has a power even
greater than the Heavenly sphere. For being spiritual in the
Heavenly sphere is like lighting a match during the day. The light
of the match makes no impression vis-a-vis the daylight sun.
However, should one light a match at the mid of night - then
WOOSH! - the light of a tiny match can illuminate an entire room!
And so too it is with the soul. It's stature in the Heavenly Sphere
is like a match in the midst of the afternoon sun. And there, it is of
little impression. However, the light of the soul in this "dark" physi-
cal world is like the potency of a tiny match in a darkroom. The
effect of which is that the darkroom becomes immediately alit.
Therefore, the light of goodness and selflessness in a world of self-
pleasure and self-satisfaction is a spiritual illumination unmatched
by even the revelations of the Heaven Sphere. Therefore, this
world and the physical body is the "real thing". It is only up to us
to reveal it as so through the selfless actions of the soul.

Staller Savings at JASMINE featuring
Indian * Thai * Chinese * Japanese Grill * Sushi

Now Open in the Charles B. Wang Center, 2nd Floor

ST*NY stonybrook.edu/sb/jasmine
Concert and movie tickets subject to availability.
Prior sales not subject to discount.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
AA/EOE
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CONCERT SPECIAL
"Music on an Autumn Night" * November 17, 2004, 8:00 p.m.

Faculty and Staff, Save 50% on your concert ticket
with the purchase of any Jasmine entree between now and November 17.

Bring your Jasmine receipt and SB ID to the Staller Center Box Office.

MOVIE SPECIAL
BeforeSunset'* November 19, 2004 , 7:00 p.m.

Free movie ticket with purchase of Jasmine dinner entr~e
between 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. on November 19.

B~ H



Dining Entertain
G uide *

The holiday season is approaching. We at
the Statesman are creating a special pull-out
section of our regular publication to appear
on December 6, 2004. The "Dining Guide"
will feature restaurants in Stony Brook & the
surrounding Three Village Area.

For information regarding advertising in this
issue, please contact the Statesman Business
Office at 631-632-6480.

the stony brook
Statesman
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KUL WANTED UI

MOVIE EXTRAS AND MODELS NEEDED!
Movie Production Co. needs candidates to
work for various productions. Musicians and
dancers also needed! No speaking/experience
required! Have fun while being a movie extra!
Local/State/Nationwide Work! Variety of
Looks Needed! Earn up to $300 a day! Call
1-877-CAST-DIRECT.

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT. Honey-
Baked Ham Co., Coram seeks sales clerks
and food prep people. Flex. hrs. Ask for Mgr.
631-736-5006.

STUDENTS WANTED. $75.00 paid per
client referral - distribute flyers to local busi-
nesses - build network - good income potential.
631-941-0079.

DO YOU LIKE SPEAKING TO KIDS? Give
classroom presentations to middle schools and
high schools and introduce kids to Response
of Suffolk County's crisis intervention hotline.
Great public speaking experience for respected
organization. Must have car - mileage expenses
paid. Call 631-751-7500.

I have been alive for 8 weeks.
*After 18 days, you could

e hear my heart beat.
* After 40 days, you could

measure my brainwaves.

* After 45 days, I felt pain
and responded to touch.

Please choose life for me.
Alternatives to Abortion

Free pregnancy testing, information,
counseling and assistance

Call 243-2373, 554-4144 or
1-800-550-4900

WAIT STAFF NEEDED for prestigious
Catering Company with locations on both the
North and South Shores of Long Island. Part-
time and weekend positions available. ':Experi-
ence is preferred. Please call 631-862-0100 or
e-mail scott.kehlenbeck@ lovinoven.com.

2000 DODGE . DURANGO. Excellent
condition. Grey. 43,000 miles. $16,000 firm.
Leave message. 631-666-8107.

$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER SCHEDULING
BONUS. 4 hours of your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFund-
raiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, 888-923-
3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
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ANIMAL SHELTER. 2 weekend positions.
Kennel person - mature, reliable and dog savvy.
Receptionist with good people skills. Save-a-
pet. 631-473-6333. Leave message.

smoking/pets. $875 includes all with cable. 1
month's rent/security. Available ASAP. Port
Jefferson Station. 631-331-3531.

Mon. Nov. 15, 2004 8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Student Activities Center (SAC) * Ballroom B

Guest Speaker: Bobby Lloyd
Live Music and Special performance by

"Essence ofPraise Dancers"

Join us for a candid discussion on

sexuality with a unique perspective

Refreshments Following

Sponsored by BASIC " Brothers & Sisters in Christ

SPRING BREAK Bahamas Celebrity Party
Cruise! 5 Days '$299! Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica From $459!
Panama City & Daytona $159! www.Spring
BreakTravel.com. 1-800-678-6386.

SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
for group discounts. Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

PROFESSOR ON CAMPUS who has expe-
rienced Bipolar Disorder would like to have
one-on-one contact with and help students who
also have this illness. Also starting an evening
discussion group. Confidentiality is assured. If
interested, please contact Dr. Jerry Pollock at
631-632-8924.

LSAT TUTOR
Let a lawyer teach you how to become one.
One-on-one LSAT tutoring by attorney. Call
RAISING THE BAR at 516-454-7620.

THE CARPET SPECIALIST. Installa-
tion, repairs and re-stretches. Free estimates.
Over 30 years experience. No job too small.
631-736-8260.

PORT JEFFERSON VILLAGE:
* 2 Bedroom, hardwood floors, washer, dryer,

living room & dining room.
* 1 Bedroom, E.I.K.
* Studio with full loft.
In historic home. 631-834-2502.

ONE BEDROOM, BASEMENT APT. No
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Job Opportunities in Mental Health Services

Gain Valuable Work Experience Related to Your Career Goals

Flexible schedules, part time and full time positions

working in group homes.

Training Provided

Competitive Salary, Excellent Benefits

!UjII 1 0JOji for Community Living, Inc.
202 East Main Street * Smithtown, NY 11787

(631) 361-9020, ext. 133 or fax (631) 361-7087 EOE
Visit our website at optionsclorg

,



Monday, November 8th

Open Recreation & Swim Hours
9 am -7pm
Pritchard Gym

Provost's Lecture Series: "Self-
Advocacy in Brazil, Japan, and the

United States"
4 pm
Charles B. Wang Theatre, Lecture
Hall 2

Speaker Annibal Coelho de Amorim is a
neurologist and social psychologist who
coordinates a Mental Health Community
Center Program in Rio de Janeiro.

Tuesday, November 9 th

EOP Dean's List Dinner
5:30 pm - 9:30 pm
SAC Ballroom A

USG Senate Meeting

7 pm - 9pm
SAC Ballroom B

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Concert of Praise
7pm- 10 pm
Tabler Cafe

Wednesday, November 10th

Food Show
11 am - 2pm
SAC Ballroom A

Student Activities Board Campus
Lifetime Events: Fun & Games
12 pm - 3pm
Stony Brook Union Ballroom

Men's Swimming & Diving vs.
Fordham
Sports Complex
5 pm

By ROHIT DAS
Statesman Editor

After completing their regular season
with an exhilarating game at LaValle
stadium, the Seawolves Men's Soccer
Team traveled to Burington, Vermont
Saturday to take on the Vermont Cata-
mounts in their first America East Tour-
nament match since joining the confer-
ence in 1991.

In yet another exciting match, the
Seawolves defeated the Catamounts 2-1,
and will travel to Boston to face number
one seed Boston University Wednesday.

The Seawolves clinched the victory in
the second round of a shootout on a Rob
Fucci penalty kick.

The Seawolves and Catamounts were
tied at 1-1 coming into the first shootout.
Both teams converted on all four of their
penalty kicks in the first round, leading
to a game-deciding second shootout
round. After Seawolves goaltender John
Moschella, who had eight saves in the
iwin, denied a Catamount penalty kick
with a diving stop, Fucci clinched the
game, giving the Seawolves their first
America East tournament victory since
2001.

Stony Brook Alumni are'holding another Mid-Winter Reception this coming

January 27, 2005 at Club 101, at 101 Park Avenue in Manhattan. The Alumni

need 15 students who are interested in dressing up and acting as hippies and
1970's disco people while roving and mingling with alumni guests. Out of the 15,
5 students should be able to do a few karaoke songs. Theater students and
singers are encouraged to join in, but acting and singing experience aren't nec-
essary. This is a great opportunity to mingle with Stony Brook's best, including
Rob Roth, '77, Chief Financial Officer of Home Box Office, Inc., among other
notable alumni. President Kenny will be there as well. Students will get paid
$100 each, receive free dinner and costumes.

TO SIGN-UP, PLEASE CONTACT:
STEVE MARSH, DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE ARTS

631-632-4291, SMARSH@MARSHMEDIALTD.COM

Remember, you're a student for only 4 years, but an alumni for life.
The alunini need your involvement, you'll have a great time

and it will help you too!

-SETAUKET CAR WASH
100 Rte 25A, East Setauket

(631)246-9111
$1.50 OFF Regular

Price Wash

Route 25A B c e

MileS- Ftop& Exx o DISCOUNTS:
z ShopSCOUNTS:Ssnop * Police Officers

°-0 * Firefighters
CAR * Senior Citizens

WASH * Early Bird

North Q * Commuter
* Mens & Ladies Days

Coupon Expires 12/31/04. Can not be combined with other discounts
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Men's
By SAMEER KHANIU0

The Stony Brook Seawolvt
soccer team left everything, on
Wednesday night as they play
final home game. "It wast
able," said Head Coach Cesar Th e wl e ette N r

Pioneers 2-1 in front of 500+
LaValle Stadium. The victoryaofstfrthSewlsa

their ecord to 11-5-2 overall, a
in America East play.

This was the final homnegan


